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Number 2

In my first article for the Wild Side I advocated for our organization and encouraged involvement of all of our members to support the organization, but typically
the first article of the new president tells you about the president. Now, if I was
running for President of the United States every minutiae of detail would have
come out in the campaign…thankfully the run for the National Military Fish and
Wildlife Association presidency is not under that kind of microscope (think about
that when I am looking for volunteers to run for office next year J) .
So, who am I and how did I get here? Well, I never served in the military but I
am Navy through and through. I was born on a Navy base (Port Hueneme) in
southern California. My dad is a Naval Academy graduate and was serving in
NMCB 11 at the time. The story goes that my mom went into labor on the day of
a parade that my dad was in. He left the parade deck in his dress uniform and
walked into the delivery room to see me enter the world.
I have lived oversees (Taiwan and the Philippines) and on the mainland (Port
Hueneme, Virginia, Georgia) following my dad to his various duty stations. When
I was in college I took a summer job with Morale, Welfare and Recreation and
was a camp counselor for a summer camp on Point Mugu. One of our field trips
was to the beach to see Matt Klope and learn about the natural resources on
Point Mugu. Little did I know that I had found my career.
At the end of my junior year of college my dad suggested (ha ha) that I get a
summer job in something related to my degree in biology. Since I was going to
school at the University of California in San Diego, he suggested I talk to the
Public Works Officer (PWO) at Naval Air Station Miramar. As my dad put it…as
a PWO he did “roads and commodes” but they did have “bugs and bunny” people. It is amazing what happens when you say you are the daughter of a Navy
captain and would like to talk to the PWO about a summer job. I got a job…and I
did everything you could think of in the environmental department. It was amazing! I couldn’t believe you could get paid to go out into nature and do the jobs
we get to do. Well, summer ended and so did my job…budget cuts…all temporary employees were “terminated.” But, a month later, the installation got funding
for a student aide position and I was back on the job! That student aide position
turned into a full-time position and a career that I absolutely love!
There have been some hiccups along the way…when I worked at NAS Miramar
I wasn’t allowed to attend the NMFWA meetings because as my boss put it…
NMFWA is “fish and wildlife” and you do plants. But after switching commands,
my new supervisor saw that NMFWA was for all natural resources disciplines
and the title of the organization wasn’t meant to discriminate.

Continued on next page
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The Wild Side, cont’d
My first meeting was in 1998 in Orlando, Florida and being a newbie I clung to Tammy Conkle to show me
around the organization. That, of course, meant she put me to work. Back in those days, NMFWA used to
do its own registration and as the treasurer, Tammy was the one to collect all the money and registration
forms. So, I was right there handing out registration packets and meeting all of the members. I remember my
very first meeting and asking Tammy if the organization had a website to communicate with its membership.
It didn’t but after we got back from that meeting I recruited my husband to develop NMFWA’s first website. I
knew after that very first meeting that this was an organization I wanted to be involved in. These were my
kind of people. It is one thing to do a tree planting in a city park…it is a whole other thing to do a tree planting on a military installation and the people at NMFWA understood that.
So, here I am 26 years later in a career that has given me some amazing opportunities and leading an
organization that strives to help the Department of Defense manage its natural and cultural resources in the
best ways possible. Life is good.

National Military Fish & Wildlife Association
Annual Meeting and Training Workshop
Program Chair Eric Britzke is putting together a jam-packed schedule for the upcoming
Annual Meeting and Training Workshop. All of the working groups will have their
meetings—not a member of any of the working groups? Well now is the time to join.
We are exploring conducting Endangered Species Act training plus all the great technical sessions planned. Check the NMFWA website for the most up to date information. A draft schedule will be added soon.
The Annual Meeting and Training Workshop is also a great way to network with other
DoD natural resources professionals and this meeting will offer lots of opportunities to
network. The social mixer, Show and Tell, and annual banquet are all on the 2016
schedule.
The Show and Tell will have the poster session, photo contest and silent auction. Start
working on a poster now; it’s a great way to justify travel. And don’t forget your
camera next time you are in the field.
Eric is also looking for volunteers to help run AV in the sessions and working group
meetings. Contact him at Eric.R.Britzke@erdc.dren.mil
The 2015 Meeting in Omaha was record breaking attendance; let’s make that two years
in a row!
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This year DoD Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation (DoD PARC)
members updated approximately 80 Air Force installation amphibian and
reptile (herpetofauna) species lists. The updated species lists contain species-specific occurrence data (both confirmed and potential) for each installation and were developed using data from the National Amphibian
Atlas (http://armi.usgs.gov/national_amphibian_atlas.php),VertNet
(http://www.vertnet.org/), Integrated Natural Resources Management
Plans (INRMPs) and site-specific surveys and inventories. The majority of
the lists were reviewed by respective state agency biologist/herpetologist
and/or regional experts to ensure accuracy.
A preliminary analysis of the data indicates that the Air Force has 323 species of amphibians and reptiles
(3 crocodilians, 69 frogs/toads, 63 lizards, 53 salamanders, 98 snakes, 37 turtles) confirmed on its properties which represents approximately 50 percent of the herpetofauna species found in the U.S. In comparison to recently updated Navy and Marine Corps herpetofauna species lists, the Air Force has greater
herpetofauna biodiversity than either the Navy (265 species) or Marine Corps (177species). This may be
due to the greater number of installations managed by the Air Force compared with the other two military services, and also their geographic locations. Air Force installations are more common in the interior of the U.S. whereas Navy and Marine Corps are more common along
the coast of the United States.
The preliminary analysis also showed that the Air Force is home to several Endangered Species Act (ESA) candidate, threatened or endangered
species including the Striped Newt, Dusky Gopher Frog, Eastern Indigo
Snake and California Red-legged Frog (Figure 1). Additionally, Air Force
lands are home to several species of venomous snakes including copperhead, cottonmouth, coralsnake and thirteen species of rattlesnakes
(Figure 2).
Figure 1. Eastern Indigo Snake
The updated species lists can be used by installation biologists to
identify data gaps in the herpetofauna biodiversity of a particular
site or plan for baseline or species-specific surveys. They can also
be used by Air Force leadership to investigate the total herpetofauna biodiversity on their lands and also as a tool to identify
which installations have ESA or protected species-particularly
when investigating the presence or absence of herpetofauna
species as they are proposed for listing by U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
Figure 2. Harlequin Coralsnake

For more information, please contact Kevin Porteck (Air Force; kevin.porteck@us.af.mil),
Chris Petersen (DoD PARC National Representative; chris.petersen@nav.mil),
Rob Lovich (DoD PARC Technical Representative; robert.lovich@navy.mil).
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NMWFA Awards and Recognition
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS!
Honor trail-blazing volunteers, natural resource managers, and Military members preserving our national
heritage on Military lands. Real change comes through those among us who work tirelessly and encourage
others, remove obstacles, build bridges, and get things done despite roadblocks and politics. These are the
people who inspire us, change the world one plant or animal or brick at a time - and they remind us that it is
still possible to accomplish great things one step at a time. Please join the National Military Fish & Wildlife
Association in honoring those among us who support the military mission by preserving the natural heritage
of our country on DoD lands in this manner - nominate them for a NMFWA award.
Any individual can make a nomination (not just NMFWA members!) and awards can go to any individual or
group fitting the nomination categories. Awards will be presented at the next annual meeting in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania in 2016. Email all nominations to Award Committee Chair, Janet.Johnson@fmo.azdema.gov.
Award Categories
There are three types of awards: General Awards, the NMFWA Lifetime Achievement Award, and the Presidential Awards. Most general award categories are for short-term achievements (less than 5 years), while
the life-time achievement and both presidential awards are for long-term contributions. Please visit http://
www.nmfwa.net/index.php/awards for further details for each award.
1. General Awards include:
Conservation Research Award
Natural Resources Conservation Management, Model Programs / Projects Award
Natural Resources Conservation Management, Policy
Natural Resources Conservation Management, Enforcement
Natural Resources Conservation Management, Communication, Military Involvement
Natural Resources Conservation Management, Conservation Partnerships
2. NMFWA Lifetime Achievement Award
3. Presidential Awards include:
Award for Bio-Political Leadership
Laurence Jahn Award
The deadline to submit nominations is 15 December 2015. There
have been reports by some people that the Award Nomination
Ballot found on the NMFWA website is not allowing for the inclusion of the section "Description of Accomplishments and/or
Achievements”. If this is the case please fill out in word and submit directly to the Award Committee Chair. Make sure that the
person being nominated and for which award is included at the
top of the write up. Lastly, you need not include information on
"Criteria Ranking" in the write-up.
All questions on the award nomination process should be addressed to either the NMFWA Awards Committee Chair Janet
Johnson (602-267-2915, janet.johnson@fma.azdema.gov). The
NMFWA Awards Ballot and Rules can be found at:
http://www.nmfwa.net/index.php/awards.
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It’s Official! The Climate Change Working Group is Back!
Thanks again for everyone who has contacted me with your interest in the Working Group. During the last NMFWA Board Meeting, the Climate Change Working Group petition and Charter were
submitted and approved.
So Now What?
Well, let’s start with sharing information and getting connected as a group. I’ve been collecting a
list of useful resource links that I will be distributing to members that include national and regional agencies and organizations websites, links to some of the more common overarching documents and guides out there, and DoD policy and directives. I will also be sending out training
opportunities as they come about and include them in a quarterly newletter. But in order to
make this a functioning Working Group, we need your feedback and input. Climate Change
affects us all, but each of us are feeling the impacts a little differently across the country. So
how can this WG help serve you better? What topics would you like to see addressed? What is the
current knowledge, experience, and interests of our membership? These are the type of
questions you can expect to see in upcoming correspondence.
When is Our Next Face-to-Face?
We can introduce ourselves and exchange experiences and information over email all year, but
the real benefits come from getting together face-to-face and pulling together expert speakers
during special sessions during the annual NMFWA Workshop in Pittsburgh this March. There is
interest in another session on Climate Change again this year so I’m hopeful that we can get a
dedicated time during the meetings. If you are interested in helping out or presenting you can
either contact our Workshop Coordinator and Vice President, Eric Britzke or you are welcome to
email me and I can route the request his way.
Who are We?
Myself and Charlie Baun, of the Idaho Army National Guard, have volunteered to lead the charge
as Chair and Co-Chair. Our Charter is included below. But we still are looking for additional
members.
Not a Member Yet?
I encourage you all to get involved, stay connected, and join the Climate Change Working Group.
Why become a member? We are all tasked to integrate climate change into our Integrated Natural Resource Management Plans per DoD Instruction (DoDI) 4715.03, (DoDM) 4715.03, encl 8 and
if you are anything like I was about a year ago, your head is spinning on how to approach this
task. We hope the Climate Change Working Group can provide some assistance by keeping our
members connected and informed on current climate change policies, directives, and research,
providing a platform for discussion, and place to share success stories and lessons learned. If
you are interested in participating in helping the NMFWA Climate Change Working Group get
back on its feet, please contact me, Janet Johnson via email at Janet.Johnson@fmo.azdema.gov.
For more information, please see the Climate Change Working Group page on the NMFWA website at: http://www.nmfwa.net/index.php/working_groups/climate_change
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Mud, Sweat, Determination Spawns Cooperative Partnerships
Allen Shaw, Fort Wainwright PAO
Down a rutty dirt road, past the industrial area, through scraggly brush, snarly black
spruce and muskeg on what some may call the seedy-side of town was a secluded smattering of trails leading to gravel pits, mud-holes and “secret hiding places”. For years it
was a place you’d find abandoned and missing cars, discarded drums of chemical waste
riddled with bullet holes and just about anything else imaginable. An extraordinary partnership between the Fairbanks North Star Borough, the United States Army Garrison Fort
Wainwright, U.S. Fish and Wildlife and the Salcha-Delta Soil and Water Conservation District is bringing that to an end.
The Fairbanks North Star Borough has invested more than $3 million in grant funding,
donation and partnerships to develop this area, and local law enforcement officials have
promised to increase patrols, especially after hours.
Steve Taylor, project coordinator, Fairbanks North Star Borough Parks and Recreation
said, “One of the most successful co-ops was when the Borough partnered with the U.S.
Army and the Salcha-Delta Soil and Water Conservation District (to restore the area)”. The
Army contributed $50,000 cash to the project and expertise in wetland restoration. Part of
this funding was used toward excavation, debris hauling and disposal, and grade work.
More than 1,598 tons of rusted metal and debris was removed and replaced by 1,411 cubic yards of clean fill material.
This out-of-the-way territory which is infamous for keg parties, drunken brawls, bonfires,
shenanigans and oftentimes extreme mischief, including a murder three years ago, is undergoing a transformation thanks to community partnership and elbow grease. “The Endof-South Cushman” or “South Cushman Park” historically has been a “wild west” area,
with no management and a “little law enforcement,” said Michael Bork, director, Fairbanks North Star Borough Parks and Recreation Department. But the area and its reputation is about to change to an in-town family-friendly recreation area. “This summer
[summer of 2014],” Bork said, “the Tanana Lakes Recreation Area will be open to the public and will have a swim beach, picnic area and the only still-water boat launch with access to the Tanana River.” He said the park will eventually have similar features to the
Chena Lake Recreation Area in North Pole. “We will have Park Rangers there for 16 hours
a day, with posted rules and hours of operation.” With community support, Bork is determined to reclaim the “public’s land”.
Amy Tippery, wetland specialist, USAG Fort
Wainwright Directorate of Public Works,
Environmental Division, spear-headed a
small crew and directed the re-vegetation effort. She said, “This was a win-win for the
Army. We met an obligation for compensatory mitigation, we reached out and made partnerships in the community and we committed to helping this junked out place thrive
again.”
Sedges and rushes staged by a debris
pile, waiting to be planted
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Mud, sweat, determination spawns cooperative partnerships, cont’d
The process of restoration basically means
putting back habitat for wildlife and improving water quality in places they’ve
been ruined. At the south Tanana Lakes
restoration site, volunteers and the crew
busied themselves with cutting, bundling
and staking willows into the stream bank,
a fairly common practice Tippery said. “It
helps with erosion. Materials are plentiful
and hardy, and they match the environment and habitat needs of wildlife that uses the place.”
Tippery said the biggest challenge was replacing the emergent vegetation (like sedges and rushes) which are important to the migratory birds in the area. “They’re not just
something you can pick up at the greenhouse. For the last two years, Tippery and her
crew, working with the Salcha-Delta Soil and Water Conservation District gathered seeds
and cultivated more than 1,500 starts of various emergent species for the project.
Amy Tippery sighting in high water level.

In mid-September 2013 those emergent were planted along a seasonally flooded bench, a
re-graded shoreline and a small sculpted island. The following weekend volunteers from
the Boy Scouts and the Boys and Girls Home of Alaska assisted with installing willow fascines and live stakes. Tippery said, “We got really lucky in out timing. By coincidence the
land fill de-watered for gravel mining. Ever tried to dig a hole under a foot of water in
muck, then find the hole again to put the plant in? Do that a thousand times and see how
long it takes.” The de-watering occurred when another contractor needed gravel for a project at the Borough Land Fill.
She said, “The Borough assisted by coordinating staff and community volunteers to harvest and plant vegetation.” The Salcha-Delta Soil and Water Conservation District with
help from DPW Environmental will monitor the site for vegetation survival rates and will
institute adaptive management procedures
through the solid cooperative partnerships
forged.
On March 26, 2014 Tippery was recognized by Colorado State University Center
for Environmental Management of Military
Lands for the Outstanding Accomplishment Award for her work on the Tanana
Lakes project.
Her plans are to remain involved and to
help ensure its long-term success.
For more information on the Tanana Lakes
Recreation Area, visit http://
co.fairbanks.ak.us/parksandrecreation.
Amy Tippery with completed planting.
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Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle Nests at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
1st Lt. Alicia Premo, 45th Space Wing Public Affairs
CAPE CANAVERAL AIR FORCE STATION, Fla.
The Kemp’s ridley sea turtle (Lepidochelys kempii), the rarest and most
endangered sea turtle in the world, was discovered nesting on the beach
at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS), Florida, in May.
The female Kemp’s ridley was discovered nesting for the first time May
14 and returned to lay a second nest May 28. Angy Chambers, 45th Civil Engineer Squadron biological scientist, first discovered the nesting
turtle while conducting a daily sea turtle nesting survey. After the turtle
finished depositing and covering the clutch of eggs, Chambers marked
and screened the nest to protect it from predators. Photos and video of
the turtle nesting were also taken.

45 SW Wildlife Biologists Angy
Chambers and Martha Carroll with the
first documented Kemp's Ridley sea turtle on Cape Canaveral Air Force Station

The second nesting of the sea turtle was discovered by Chambers and
Martha Carroll, another 45th CES biological scientist, May 28. The female sea turtle came up the beach in almost the exact same location but
this resulted in a non-nesting emergence or false crawl. Approximately
20 minutes later, the turtle
reemerged slightly south
and laid her second nest.
This nest was also marked
and screened.

“This is an amazing discovery, and we feel so privileged to be a
part of it. We are making history here because there has never
been a documented Kemp's ridley nest at CCAFS until now, and
we were present to witness the entire nesting process,” said
Chambers. “This species is critically endangered, and we could
not think of a better place than CCAFS to help preserve it with
our commitment to protecting endangered wildlife.”

The first Kemp's Ridley nest is
excavated post hatch for productivity

Following an
Kemp's Ridley sea turtle nesting at CCAFS
incubation period
of approximately two months, both nests hatched, were
excavated or carefully uncovered after a period of three
days, and results were analyzed and recorded. The first
nest hatched July 11, 58 days after being deposited. This
nest produced 99 hatchlings, with every egg except one
successfully hatching, resulting in a 99 percent hatch success rate. Hatch rates are highly variable between different
species of sea turtles on different beaches and vary from
one year to the next. The second nest hatched on July 21,
54 days after being deposited. This nest produced 72
hatchlings, with only four eggs left unhatched, resulting in
a 95 percent hatch success rate. Combined, these nests
resulted in more than 160 Kemp's ridley hatchlings
leaving the CCAFS beach and making their way into their
ocean habitat.
The FAWN
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Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle Nests at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, cont’d
“We are extremely proud of the success of both of
these nests and although very few hatchlings survive to
adulthood, we are hopeful that at least one of them will
return to nest at the CCAFS beach in the future," said
Carroll. Kemp's ridley sea turtles are believed to reach
maturity at 12 years, and it is common for them to
return to their birth beach to nest.
The Kemp's ridley nest in Florida in very small numbers; only seven Kemp's ridley nests were confirmed in
Florida in 2014. Their primary nesting habitat is on the
Gulf coast of Mexico, according to the U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service.
Kemp's ridley sea turtles are smaller than the Cape's
typical nesting sea turtles, weighing 85 to 100 pounds
and measuring 2 to 2.5 feet in carapace (upper shell)
Kemp's Ridley sea turtle hatchling
length. Their principal diet consists of crabs and other
crustaceans, according to Chambers. The greatest threat to the Kemp's ridley, according to the Sea Turtle
Conservancy, is from human activities, which includes the collection of eggs and hunting for meat and other
products. The significant decline in the number of Kemp's ridleys in the past can be attributed to high levels
of incidental take by shrimp trawlers.
In addition to the Kemp's ridley, the 45th CES biologists have been tracking three other species of nesting
sea turtles. As of August 16, CCAFS has a total of 2,292 Loggerhead sea turtle nests, 257 Green sea turtle
nests, and nine Leatherback sea turtle nests. Patrick Air Force Base has a total of 952 Loggerhead nests, 58
Green nests, and one Leatherback nest.
CCAFS is on track to have a record breaking Green sea turtle year. The previous record was 335 nests in
2013. With more than a month left of the nesting season, the 45th CES biologists are optimistic that this
year’s number will surpass the previous record.

Kemp's Ridley sea turtle hatchlings make their way to water after emerging from the nest
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Notice of Arrival Not Required
Joel Helm, USAF 611 CES.

Avian monitoring on United States Air Force (USAF) managed properties in the
South and North Pacific is critical to mission success. Understanding the timing
and geospatial usage of an airfield (and surrounding habitats) by various avian
species is critical, especially if the species in question poses as a strike hazard to
aviators and attractive habitat is within close proximity to the airfield. In
remote oceanic locations, emergent land becomes very precious, for not only
DoD mission, but a suite of avian species who either rely on the site for breeding purposes or simply a place to rest during migration. Two specific islands
within the Pacific Air Forces Regional Support Center’s (PRSC) real estate
portfolio push the limits of the definition of remote and these emergent lands
Photo 1 Rock sandpiper. Shemya Island, are of great value to not only the military, but a wide, vast and varied list of
AK. (Dennis Shirley, USDA-WS)
avifauna. Wake Island Airfield and Eareckson Air Station both possess great
avian diversity, however protecting that diversity alongside mission integrity has demanded
financial and scientific investment through the years.
Each fall and spring, the 3,520 acre Island of Shemya at the far
western end of the Aleutians, where Eareckson Air Station is
situated, becomes a magnet of avian biodiversity.
And the range of species is daunting. From the small and dainty,
such as the Rock sandpiper (Photo 1), to the large and bulky
Common Eider…the mix is diverse. Even though introduced arctic fox (Photo 3) make it difficult to actually nest on island, a
large host of species do touchdown during fall and spring migraPhoto 2 Aleutian cackling geese. Shemya Island,
AK. (Dennis Shirley, USDA-WS)
tion periods. In order for a human to land on this island, they need a
site arrival notice, orders, appropriate clearances, and inherent DoD
task(s) to complete while on island; the birds come and go as they please. Even though formal index data for
the birds of Shemya dates back to the 1970’s, new avian records are still being documented today. Many of
the birds are merely passing through and will not nest, however nearby Nizki and Alaid Islands hold robust
breeding populations of several large avian species including the Aleutian Cackling Goose (Photo 2) and
Common Eider. Both species would likely colonize Shemya if it were not for the existence of introduced arctic
fox. Even though formal avian surveys have been conducted for quite some time, new bird sightings continue
to occur. During spring and fall surveys in 2014, USDA biologists documented the presence of 77 avian species on the
island and its offshore sea stacks. Of these 77 species, the
Ring-necked duck and Merlin were seen for the first time ever, boosting the sum total of documented species recorded
on the island to 216. USDA biologists will return to the island in the Fall of 2015 and continue to monitor Shemya’s
avian assemblages, in hopes of documenting new arrivals
and visitors. A checklist for the birds of Shemya is available
on the web at the following location:
http://www.dodpif.org/checklists/checklist_Shemya.pdf.
Photo 3 Arctic fox. Shemya Island, Ak.
(Dennis Shirley, USDA-WS)
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Notice of Arrival Not Required, cont’d
Eareckson Air Station possesses a cousin installation more
than 2,344 miles to the south. Wake Atoll (also referred to
by many as “Wake Island Airfield”), in similar fashion to its
northerly cousin, is extremely remote. Comprised of three
islands (Peale, Wake, Wilkes) this atoll holds a very unique
assemblage of avian species. The Great frigatebird (Photo 4)
is one of the largest seabird species to soar the skies above
Wake. This species was recently documented nesting on
Wilkes Island; the species hasn’t successfully nested on the
atoll since 1968.
Other common nesting species include Sooty and Greybacked terns, Red tailed tropic birds (Photo 5), Laysan
albatross, White terns, Masked, Red-footed and Brown
Photo 4 Great frigatebird. Wake Atoll, USA (John
Boobies, Wedge-tailed shearwaters, Brown and Black noddies.
Gilardi, Marine Endeavours)
Shorebirds of various sorts do visit the atoll, including the
Bristle-thighed curlew. A wide variety of island restoration practices have taken place on the atoll, with a
priority placed on those projects benefiting the island’s avian residents. Pivotal conservation achievements
include the eradication of cats, chickens, and one species of rat (Asian House Rat) from all three islands. The
remaining rat species on the atoll is the Polynesia rat and plans for a subsequent eradication attempt for this
species are being developed, in hopes of one day removing rodents completely from Wilkes and Wake
islands. Aggressive ironwood (Casuarina equisetifolia) control is also being implemented, using chemical and
mechanical removal methods. Given the atoll possesses an active runway, with associated infields and taxiways, habitat modification is implemented in various locations in an effort to attract birds to nesting locales
outside of potential strike zones. Future plans for an acoustic and decoy attraction study are also being
developed, in hopes of luring larger numbers of nesting seabirds to a 3 acre clearing on the southwestern
portion of Peale Island. Even though Wake doesn’t receive a high influx of passerine visitors, smaller statured
passerines do stop by unannounced. In January of 2015, a Snow bunting was observed on the atoll, serving as
a new record for this remote locale. This was a new sighting for Micronesia as well. Wake’s quarterly avian
monitoring efforts also capture distributions and quantities of shorebirds utilizing areas of the lagoon and
outer coasts. Ruddy turnstones, Pacific Golden Plovers, and Wandering tattlers can often be sighted probing
the sand of Wake’s intertidal environments and are indexed from habitual survey points during quarterly
avian monitoring episodes.

Photo 5 Red-tailed tropicbird. Wake Atoll, USA
(John Gilardi, Marine Endeavours)

The monitoring efforts at both the installations are critical
components of the PRSC’s Natural Resource Program and
provide valuable information to aviators operating in the air
space surrounding each installation. Monitoring bird populations existing in close proximity to both airfields will continue to be a focal point and priority for PRSC Natural Resource
Program in years to come. Managing and documenting the
avifauna at both sites is challenging, rewarding, and the
program has been fortunate to be supported by a wide
range of talented contract and government biologists over
the years. Future monitoring visits at both sites this fall will
reveal who else intends to land without prior approval.
The FAWN
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In Memoriam

Dennis David Teague
1955-2015
Dennis Teague, exceptional Florida land manager, biologist, longtime
member of NMFWA, and dear friend to many in the natural resource
world died in Knoxville, TN on May 31, 2015 after a brief battle with
cancer. Dennis had recently moved from Niceville, FL to retire in his
hometown of Sevierville, TN with his family. Dennis will be remembered for his kind and thoughtful demeanor, his unwavering
dependability, his great sense of humor, his strong work ethic, and his
enormous contributions that he made in managing the natural resources
of Eglin Air Force Base and the surrounding areas.
Dennis retired from 25 years of service as an Endangered Species
Biologist for the Jackson Guard Natural Resources Branch at Eglin
AFB in Niceville, FL in January 2015. His job at Eglin entailed many
different duties and skills, from managing endangered Florida wildlife
and rare plant species to setting the highest standards for invasive
species inventory, control, and management. Dennis was there from the
beginning at the forefront of the campaign to eradicate invasive species
as the movement became established and has evolved in Florida.
Dennis was instrumental in bringing USDA APHIS cooperators onto
Eglin AFB to support feral hog efforts and BASH program management. In addition, Dennis established the invasive plant control
program on Eglin AFB, and served the community as an expert in
invasive plant control methods and techniques.
Prior to moving to Niceville, he worked for the Everglades and Smoky
Mountains National Park Services. His love for nature and animals led
him to complete a Bachelor
of Science in Forestry and Wildlife Management. He served five
years as a Peace Corp volunteer in Tanzania, East Africa where
he met his wife Mariamu. During his time in the Peace Corp he
taught the people of Tunduru, Tanzania to be a self-sustainable
community by teaching them to farm fish. During his time in Africa, he climbed Mount Kilimanjaro, the largest mountain on the
African continent.
We will miss Dennis, but will remember him always. It is truly an
honor to have known and worked with him.

Brenda Herring, Field Botanist, Florida Natural Areas Inventory
Jeremy Preston, USAF Endangered Species Biologist
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Retirement Corner
Please join NMFWA in wishing the best for our newly retired members

Past-President Mark Hagan Retires after 30 Years
In the early 1980’s there were no jobs to be found for wildlife biologists of any kind. Every college professor and agency
professional said the same thing: “Do not expect to find a permanent job in wildlife, especially working for any agency of
the federal government.” So young Mark did what many of us had to do back then, he did not accept no for an answer.
Mark began his career in 1984 as a summer volunteer for the Bureau of Land Management in the Lewistown District,
Montana. Later that year he took a temporary position supporting the hunting program at Tule Lake NWR in CA. His
next temporary assignment, in June 1985, was with the Bureau of Reclamation in Idaho on the Snake River. In late 1985
he was hired by Tom Warren, again as a temporary employee, at Fort Carson, CO. In late 1986 the Army Corps of Engineers offered him a permanent status position as a Park Ranger in Oklahoma . In 1987, Mark moved over to Edwards
Air Force Base as a GS-5.
After five positions with five agencies within a span of just three years, Mark never expected to spend the rest of his career at one location working for one agency. But Mark Hagen had found a home with the Air Force. Over the next 28
years he progressed up the career ladder to a GS-13 grade equivalent (Edwards is under a pay-band system) as the senior
natural resources manager for the installation.
As a natural resources manager at Edwards, Mark oversaw the management and wetlands restoration of Piute Ponds, one
of the last, best freshwater marshes in Los Angeles County, on the edge of the Mojave Desert. Over the course of his time
at Edwards, he estimates that he conducted over 50 section 7 consultations with the USFWS for the desert tortoise. He
was there for many of the initial planning level surveys of everything. He remembers the fun of using rocket netting to
capture hundreds of ravens to conduct a food habits study to determine the impact they might have on desert tortoise. One
of his most satisfying projects was the support he provided to the Titan 4 Rocket Testing program. Like many of us, he
often had to fight with his agency to be allowed to fight for his agency. Not all commanders are created equal.
Much of what he considers his significant contributions to the profession has to do with his involvement with the National Military Fish and Wildlife Association. Mark Hagan was elected to the position of NMFWA Secretary/Treasurer in
January 1995 and took office in March 1995. He served in that position for two years, before being elected to Vice President in 1997 and President-Elect in 1998. His term as President was in 1999 and Immediate-Past President in 2000. In
1988 (during President McHenry’s term), Mark was appointed to head the first Government Affairs Committee, which
was dealing primarily with Commercial Activities Review (OPM Circular A-76).
Mark led a NMFWA discussion group at the TWS Annual Meetings in Cincinnati, Ohio in 1996. The concept of a Military Lands Working Group, affiliated with TWS, was discussed for the first time at that meeting.
Mark Hagen was the first natural resources manager within DoD to challenge his agency (Edwards AFB) in court over decisions to eliminate or
convert to contract natural resources management responsibilities, in direct
opposition to the wording and intent of the Sikes Act. Before NMFWA and
Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility (PEER) became involved, Mark had taken out a loan on his home and hired an attorney to file
what would eventually evolve to the case known as PEER v. USAF.
The details of the case would fill a text book, but eventually Mark was
returned to his position and the courts did decide, based on pre-trial motions, that the Sikes Act was indeed enforceable in court. Eventually both
Mark Hagan and Wanda Deal (who also joined the suit as a plaintiff) would
be awarded NMFWA’s highest award for bio-political action (the Presidential Award) for their involvement and dedication in this matter.
Mark Hagan retired as of 30 June 2015. NMFWA and conservation
program managers throughout the DoD community thank him for over 30
years of service and for his many contributions to our profession.
The FAWN
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Retirement Corner
Please join NMFWA in wishing the best for our newly retired members

Dr. Stanley R. Berryman
Stan Berryman, archaeologist and one of three cultural resources managers at White
Sands Missile Range, retired at the end of August, 2015. Prior to working at WSMR,
Stan worked at U.S. Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton, California and a year with
the Cleveland National Forest, out of San Diego, CA. In total, he worked 19 years for
the Federal Government. Prior to that, he worked 24 years in the private sector, some
of which was as a cultural resources contractor at WSMR.
At Camp Pendleton, he was first hired and worked with Slader Buck, then with Bill
Berry (upon Slader’s departure to USFWS). At WSMR, Stan was a valuable member
of our conservation team, working side by side with biologists and other professionals to open the installation to greater use by the testing programs located there. Over
the last six years, Stan managed cultural resource inventory contracts, Section 106
consultations, and mitigation projects for over 200,000 acres. Much of that was
opened to off-road maneuver and ground disturbance, essentially creating more installation lands open to mission activities than other installations have total lands.
While at WSMR, Stan completed his PhD program in archaeology, through the
University of Leicester, UK. Dr. Berryman now intends to write a book regarding his
research, as part of his retirement plans. Also, his wife, Judy, has plans to remodel
their kitchen. So that book may take a little longer than expected...

Do you know someone who is retiring or making a job change? Let us know and we will
include it in future FAWNs to share the comings and goings of our members.

DoD Natural Resources Community Websites
NMFWA is happy to introduce three websites not only within DoD but also with other federal
agencies, state and local governments and others partners with a nexus to the DoD natural
resource community. These websites use photography as the foundation to allow members to
share their photos but also allow for document sharing, event announcements, and natural
resource discussions. The DoD PARC site was the original website introduced in 2012 and is a
success (over 1,000 member photos posted). The DoD Natural Resource and DoD PIF sites
were developed and released in the past few months. Free membership to one or all the websites is easy, just go to the website and sign up. Take a few moments to check them out!
DoD Natural Resources Website: https://dodnaturalresourceslibrary.shutterfly.com
DoD Partners in Flight (PIF) Website:https://dodpifphotosite.shutterfly.com
DoD Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation (PARC) Website:https://dodparcphotolibrary.shutterfly.com
The FAWN
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Yahoo Groups
If you'd like to join up, from the email address at which you'd like to
receive messages, send a blank email to:
NMFWA-Memberssubscribe@yahoogroups.com
Listserve messages from NMFWA
related email has been blocked by
some military IT systems. You have
the option to sign up with either
work or home email. If you’re already
getting messages from us, do nothing.
If you ever decide to leave the group,
it's simple! Just send a blank message to
NMFWA-Membersunsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
If you ever need to get your NMFWA
emails at a different address, the
easiest thing to do is "unsubscribe"
from one address and "subscribe"
from another.

NMFWA is on FACEBOOK!
To follow us on Facebook, type in National Military Fish and Wildlife
Association in the Facebook search bar and hit
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Military Natural Resources Professional Certification Program
Details of the certification program are located on the NMFWA website. New versions of
the certification application
are posted at the site and are
available in both Word and PDF
format.
If you have any questions, you
are encouraged to contact Dan
Savercool (savercoold@aol.com)
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John Haddix,
Fort Wainwright, AK

Rick Lance,
ERDC-EL Vicksburg, MS

Greg Fleming,
Ft. Belvoir, VA

Jason Gibbons
Air Force Environmental Center of Excellence,
Travis AFB, CA

Michele Richards,
Ft. Custer Training Center, MI

James Swift,
NAS Patuxent River, MD

Director At-Large
Seth Berry, Naval Support Facility, Indian Head, MD
Laura Muhs, NAVFAC Headquarters, Washington DC
2015/2016 Board of Directors
President—Coralie Cobb, NAVFAC Southwest, CA (coralie.cobb@navy.mil)
President–Elect—Elizabeth Neipert, ERDC-EL Vicksburg, MS (elizabeth.neipert@colostate.edu)
Vice President—Eric Britzke, ERDC-EL Vicksburg, MS (Eric.R.Britzke@erdc.dren.mil)
Secretary—Nicole Olmstead, NAVFAC Marianas, Guam (nicole.olmsted@fe.navy.mil)
Treasurer—Lauren Wilson, Air Force Environmental Center of Excellence, Travis AFB, CA
(lauren.wilson.8@us.af.mil)
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The USDA National Invasive Species Information
Center has numerous conferences and training
workshops: www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/news/
calendar.php

Ecological Society of America Annual Meeting

DENIX has a list of upcoming conferences
and meetings: http://www.denix.osd.mil/
conferences/

The Wildlife Society Annual Meeting

Fort Lauderdale, FL

October 17-21, 2015

7–August 12, 2016

http://wildlifesociety.org/

http://esa.org/ftlauderdale/

Image Credit: Assiniboine Park Conservancy

Society of American Foresters National Convention

Society for Range Management,
Corpus Christi, TX
January 31to February 4, 2016

November 3-7. 2015

http://
www.rangelands.org/
events/

Baton Rouge, LA
http://www.xcdsystem.com/saf/site14/wp -content/
uploads/2014/10/15-Convention-Call-for-Presentations.pdf
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March 13-18, 2016
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

NOTE: Titles and affiliations are for informational purposes only and do not present the individuals as
spokespersons of the Department of Defense or agency/installation listed.
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